Assistant Restaurant Manager
About Barouche
Barouche brings the most convenient yet healthy and surprising comfort food to the people. We give
people a one-of-a-kind experience in a welcoming atmosphere that energizes everyone with the right
amount of joy.
Our place is entirely devoted to pita. Serving the tastiest homemade flatbreads filled with the finest
ingredients.
Fresh, healthy, full of flavour and surprising. In our republic everybody gets an enthusiastic welcome,
exceptional service, killer tunes, in short an unforgettable time.
To grow our story, we are looking for an enthusiastic team player with an overdose of passion for hospitality.
Join the Barouche Pita Republic!

Job Description
• You are passionate about hospitality with an entrepreneurial mindset. You want to be responsible for
managing a restaurant, coordinating and delegating tasks.
• You’re a role model and leader on both sides of the table. While you’re working together with your team, you
inspire, motivate and train them. It’s in your blood to strive for a perfect balance between giving the perfect
service, optimizing productivity and creating a positive and enthusiastic vibe in your team.
• You are our operational hero who reports to the store manager whom you work with in close collaboration.
You are the main face and voice of your restaurant. You are a pitarist and the ambassador of our concept. You
live and breathe our values and ensure everyone in your team does.

Our Values
• You are demanding. We demand nothing less but the best in everything we do. The best service and the best
quality of food.
People eat more consciously, and they expect to be served good and honest products. We do not only demand
the best ingredients for our pitas; we also work with the best people who always go the extra (s)mile to be the
best in class through numerous small acts.

• You are welcoming. Customer centricity is your daily mission. You welcome every guest into our
brotherhood. We are a republic, so we give power to the people. At Barouche everyone’s
opinion counts. Welcome to the club, buddy!

• You are gutsy. You are not afraid of the unknown, and are determined to take on new adventures. You

surprise our clients with the best surprising flavours this world has to offer. You are also an entrepreneur by
heart who looks for opportunities in every aspect of our business. You are never satisfied with the status-quo
and always look to improve.

• You have candour. At Barouche, we always tell the truth, we are open and frank, friend to friend. We say
things as they are and we admit mistakes, while taking corrective and preventive measures.

Key responsibilities and Profile
Key responsibilities
• Aiming for a 100% satisfied customer journey by creating, coaching and working together with your team
• Managing the daily operations of your restaurant
• Prioritizing safety and cleanliness
• Understanding the P&L and greater company goals
• Collaborating with and reporting to the store manager
• Many career opportunities in a fast growing start-up

Profile
• You’re a born HOST
• Enthusiastic, dynamic, happy and positive attitude
• Proactive & Flexible
• Stress gives you a thrill, whilst you remain organised and structured
• You’re social, have great communication skills
• Other words that fit you: hands-on, team-player, hosting and consistency
• You have at least 3 years experience in hospitality sector

Pita
Eaten by the early humans in Stone Age and firmly rooted in the Middle East.
Fast forward to 2020. We’ve travelled the world and bumped into it just about anywhere.
In a slightly different shape or going by a different name perhaps, but still ‘a good old-fashioned,
yummy flatbread’.
In short: the pita is a keeper. A classic. An Icon. However, we decided it was time to push the boundaries of this
staple dish and re-interpret this world famous classic.

Introducing: Barouche
Pita is our holy grail. Our thing, our core. It’s at the base of every dish we create. It’s our white culinary canvas.
We make it from scratch in all our restaurants. But what’s in it, might just surprise you.
We fill our pitas with the greatest flavours we discovered along the road. Our taste buds have tasted the world,
and so will you!
The end result: an eclectic culinary collection of different flavours bundled into a pocket bread. Move over
conventional pita, here’s the next generation!

Barouche Pita Republic
Gent - Kortemunt 8
Brussel - Place Sainte-Catherine 3
Leuven - Tiensestraat 11

Send your CV to
jobs@barouche.eu

